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SUMMARY:

RESUME

:
The scattering of ultrasound can be evaluated to deliver quantitatively
the grain size of metallic materials, txamples of measurements on steels
with grain sizes between ASTM 1 and ASTM 12 are given.
:
j_,e mesurage de la diffraction des ultrasons rend possible la determina-
tion quantitative de la grandeur des grains des mêtaux. Des exemples
sont presentes pour les aciers avec des grains entre ASTM 1 et ASTM 12.

I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical composition, heat treatment and structure define the
possibility to apply a certain type of steel to a certain problem.
During production the different structure parameters can vary on a
large scale and at the end of this process the grain size distribution
over the wall thickness, the distribution of inclusions and precipita-
tions, the grain boundary structure, the volume contents of different
phases and other parameters are of great importance for the application.
Today great effort is being made to develop ndt methods not only to
detect faults but also to ascertain quality, homogeneity and the struc-
ture itself. In this field it is possible to utilize the known inter-
actions between ultrasound pulses and the structure by means of veloci-
ty-, absorption- and scattering measurements. In this paper the ana-
lysis of scattering is discussed alone and it leads to methods to
determine the grain size in mainly monophasic steels, disregarding
other structure judgement methods.

II. THEORY

Scattering of ultrasound occurs if the pulse perceives changes
in the sound wave resistance pv (with p = density, v = velocity), e.g.
at faults, at phase boundaries or at grain boundaries in polycrystal-
line materials like steel. Therefore the scattering has to be divided
first in scattering from monophasic and from multiphasic materials.
Furthermore, we distinguish between Rayleigh, stochastic and diffuse
scattering according to whether the diameter d of the scatterer is less,
equal or greater than the wavelength X of the pulse.
For these different possibilities the scattering problem is solved,
from the physical point of view, in monophasic, polycrystalline
materials in the Rayleigh region £1,2] , so-that the application in
practice is possible.
For the other regions of scattering considerations have been presented
IT 3] just as for multiphasic systems £4j . But the scattering coeffi-
cients arising from these attempts do not agree with the scattering
measured. Therefore only the scattering coefficient as after Bhatiafl]
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is given here for mainly monophasic materials, for d <C
transversal waves:
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= longitudinal, transversal velocities,
= mean grain volume (- d^),
= elastic moduli of the single crystals,

:.,) = measure for the elastic anisotropy (the direction
dependence of the velocities in the single crystal)

For types of steel with pronounced texture the value of elastic aniso-
tropy depends on the direction and leads to different scattering, e.g.
parallel and perpendicular to the rolling direction.
Normally the values for p, vj_, vtr and
i t i l h k

are hardly varying for a
given material, moreover, they are known. Therefore for constant wave-
length X it is possible to evaluate as and to obtain V or d.
In the experiment mostly backscattering is measured, i.e. the sending
transducer works as receiver, too. The scattered amplitude Ag(x)
measured as a function of the sound path x (neglecting multiple scatter-
ing and geometrical propagation conditions) is given by £5j :

As(x) = .(x/2)

x/2

exp (-2 ) a(x)dx) (2)

A = sound pressure amplitude at the sample surface, x
as(x/2)= scattering coefficient as at x/2,
a(x) = attenuation coefficient = aA(x) + as(x),

= absorption coefficient at x.

O,

For homogeneous materials Equ. (2) can be simplified to

As(x) = o--yas exp (-ax)

respectively

In As(x) In A - ax

(3),

(4).

Fig. 1 shows scattering amplitudes Ag(x) measured for an austenitic
steel (d a 33 um) with frequencies f-\ = 8 Mc/s and f2 = 18 Mc/s. Fig. 2
shows scattering amplitudes en a halflogarithmic scale. For homogeneous
materials a linear plot between In A§(x) and x is obtained according to
Equ. (4), the slope is equal to a = a^ + as- For inhomogeneous mate-
rials a curve is obtained with varying slopes according to the loga-
rithm of Equ. (2).
The third curve in fig. 2 shows the scattering amplitude in the case of
multiple scattering, i.e. to the scattering amplitude from the location
x/2, now twofold, threefold and multiple scattering is added. Therefore
the amplitude decreases less and less with increasing sound path. For
a homogeneous sample the multiple scattering amplitude A (x) measured
is given by £ 6J :

.1/2
ASM ( X ) = ASE ( X )

AgE(x) = Ag(x)

(1 + c • exp (2 aqx))

from Equ. (3),

(5)

const.
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The problem to obtain a s quantitatively from a scattering measurement
can be solved, following different methods £ 6 ,7j :

1 . Two measurements with two frequencies f i and f2 in one sample.
The frequency-dependence of the absorption O.& be'" ng known, the
combination of the two measurements leads to as- Parameters for
the evaluation are the two attenuation coefficients a-i(fi) and
o 2(f 2).

2. Two measurements with one frequency in two samples 1, 2 of different
grain sizes lead to ag, if the absorption a^ in the samples is equal.
For the evaluation here a-| , a 2 and the scattering amplitudes Agi (O)
and AS2(0) at x = O are the necessary parameters.

3. If multiple scattering is present one measurement is sufficient and
no assumption concerning the absorption is needed. Transformation
and logarithmic form of Equ. (5) leads to

In (AgM(x)/AgE(x) - 1) = In c + 2 agx (6)

The slope of this curve is equal to 2 a .

The experiments described in the following section are evaluated
corresponding the above cited methods.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The amplitude of ultrasound scattering signals lies about 40
to 60 dB below usual signals like for example backwall echoes. There-
fore the receiving technique requires a special electronical arrange-
ment. This means a vary low noise and a relatively small band width of
the amplifier used. After the demodulation the scattering amplitude
shows interferences from signals of favourably and unfavourably located
crystals. By moving the transducer or the sample a good average is
reached, leading to curves like that in fig. 1. After Koppelmann C j
an electronic gate can be driven with constant velocity through this
varying curve and the amplitude in the gate is drawn on a XY-recorder.
Today analog-digital converters allow to digitize the signals and to
process them on-line in a computer or signal averager.
The first experiments have been performed to analyze, which frequencies
are necessary for an optimal grain size determination for a complete
palette of types of steel. Frequencies 6 and 10 Mc/s (transversal waves)
have been selected to cover the grain sizes between ASTM 1 and ASTM 12
in the Rayleigh scattering region of O.O1 £ d/A. is. 1 .O.
The 29 steel structures analyzed extend from ferrit, ferrit-pearlit,
oainit, martensit and free machining steel up to austenitic types of
steel of different chemical composition.
The grain sizes dug obtained by ultrasound scattering are opposed to
the metallographically determined values dyi in fig. 3. The djjs~vaiues

have been determined to the greatest extent after the first method
described under Chapt. II, to a third after the methods 2 and 3. The
results lie in wide range of scatter and the agreement between ultra-
sound and metallography is good only for grain sizes between ASTM 3-4
and ASTM 7-8. This means, that in the smaller interval O.O5 és. d/A.ÄO.5
for d/A. an optimal grain size determination is possible.

According to the practice of using types of steel with grain sizes
between ASTM 7 and ASTM 11 to a great extent new experiments have been
made with 75 samples of different types of steel of appropriate struc-
tures. For these sheets and plates of different quality for the fre-
quency-optimizing 8 and 18 Mc/s (transversal waves) were selected.
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The results are shown in the figs. 4 and 5, with a narrower field of
deviation. The ultrasound values dus are obtained after the first
method described under Chapt. II and they confirm the possibility to
use the ultrasound scattering for the grain size determination for
steels of different grain sizes.

IV. DISCUSSION

After Koppelmann C8j[ had shown the possibility to install the
backscattering measurement for the structure judgement through electro-
nical development and first investigations for steel, Fay£T5jhas
developed a method to determine quantitatively the grain size when a
reference sample with known structure is present. The project described
here has led to methods to determine the grain size independent of re-
ference samples. The application has shown that a great deal of the
structures occuring in practice can be described as quasi-monophasic
and that the scattering measurement can be evaluated after BhatiaC 1]]
in the Rayleigh region 0.05 <& d/À ÀO.5. The accuracy of the grain
size determination exceeds the ASTM method, when there is given only
one number, e.g. ASTM 9 or ASTM 9-10. nere the scattering measurement
gives reproducibly different values for a series of samples equally
classified after ASTM. Therefore the analysis corresponds to methods
to count grain areas (e.g. circle- or line-cutting method).
For the quantitative evaluation of scattering measurements it is im-
portant to cover the Rayleigh region defined above, because of the
small part of Rayleigh scattering for d/A. á O.O5 and tne overpropor-
tional contribution of greater grains to the measured scattering
(d -law) . On the other side for dAÍ< 0.5 the theory of Bha-tia is no
longer valid and here the computed grain sizes are too small.
Experimentally there are no difficulties to reach the Rayleigh region
optimally. The necessary frequencies between 5 and 25 Mc/s can be in-
stalled relatively simple, at which some of the advantages are evident
showing scattering measurements contrary to attenuation measurements:

- For the coupling only one sample surface is necessary, a second
surface plane parallel to the first is not needed.

- The coupling itself influences the measurement as a constant factor,
i.e. rough surfaces can be used as well to transfer the sound pulse,
if one is not interested in the scattering signals from the first
few millimeters below the sample surface (here the signal from the
rough surface is superimposed).

- Qualitatively, the scattering measurement enables a structure judge-
ment differentiating according to the wall thickness, oecause of the
fact that the scattering signal is a function of the sound path.

From Equ. (1) one sees, that the scattering measured is influenced
essentially by the grain size and the elastic aniaotropy. This means,
that other structure parameters of interest like internal stresses,
inclusions, precipitations and grain boundary structures have to be
found out either by the evaluation of the absorption coefficient or by
better understanding the scattering in multiphasic systems. Especially,
if several phases of almost eyual portions are present, the theory of
the ultrasound scattering has to be further developed.
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Fig. 1 Backscattering amplitudes As(x) for two frequencies
(inside: experimental arrangement)
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Fig. 2 Examples for scattering amplitude curves, half-logarithmic
plot (frequency: 10 Mc/s, samples: ferritic steels)
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Fig. 3 Comparison of grain sizes determined by metallography (dM)
and by ultrasound scattering (dyg).
Frequencies: 6 and 10 Mc/s, samples: steels of different
structures.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of grain sizes determined by metallography (dM)
and by ultrasound scattering (d^e)•
Frequencies: between 8 and 25 Mc/s, samples: steels of
different structures.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of grain sizes determined by metallography (dM)
and by ultrasound scattering (dys)•
Frequencies: 8 and 18 Mc/s, samples: steels of different
structures.
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